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Quick Facts:
Sky-Skan Model: SS4905
Precision: Internal 32 bits
per color, non-linear map
Color range: 281.5 trillion colors
Control: 16-bit DMX512

Cove EX LED Lighting Fixture

Cove EX™ fixtures simulate the extremes of sunlight, from noonday bright to the subtle
hues of sunset—even down to the last moments of visible light. Gone are the typical
jittering and stepping artifacts of traditional LED cove lighting fixtures. Even in the pitchblack planetarium theater environment, Cove EX fixtures perform ultra-smooth fades,
keep true color hues, and fill the room with an even wash of light.
Each fixture is a 0.3 meter (1 foot) long segment, designed to be aligned end-to-end to
form a seamless line of light. Each segment is individually controllable. Adjustable bases
allow for fine-tuned angle controls with a simple twist of the fixture.

LED type: Triple-color RGB
Beam angle: 120x120 degrees
Color mix distance: zero
(internal to fixture)
Power: 5.04 watts
maximum, 24 volts DC
Materials: Aluminum
housing, acrylic window,
plastic mount, PCB
Fully RoHS Compliant

Cove EX joins the SPICE Automation family of theater automation products. SPICE
components can drive Cove EX fixtures as part of a complete theater automation, sound,
and lighting package. Cove EX fixtures are also sold separately for use with DMX controls.

Key Features
Beyond 16-bit Fades: 32-bit Internal Precision
A breakthrough in fade performance, Cove EX fixtures feature proprietary non-linear
mapping techniques using 32 bits per color of internal precision. This extreme level of
precision is used to calibrate each LED primary color along the complete fade curve. The
result is perfect fade performance even at the low levels typically difficult for conventional
LED fixtures, and without needing more than standard 16-bit control systems.
Fade performance: The fixtures have smooth color fades even at low illumination
levels. Strobe anomalies, jerky fades, and drop-offs at the low end are eliminated.
Color fidelity: The fixtures maintain the selected color hue when luminosity is
changed. Without this, a color shift can appear when colors are dimmed.
Wide-angle Color Wash
Cove EX was designed with the unique performance needs of the curved dome screen
in mind. The fixtures have a very wide beam angle of 120 by 120 degrees. Typical LED
fixtures have a narrow beam angle, which creates undesirable hot spots or scalloping on
the screen surface. Cove EX fixtures create a smooth wash of color even when mounted
very close to the screen.
Triple-color LEDs
The use of the tight cluster of red, green, and blue LED elements on one substrate means
the desired color appears at the smallest distance from the LED. Cove EX fixtures have a
mixing distance that is within the fixture itself.
Energy Efficiency and Long Life
Long-life LEDs are used and the power draw is only 5.04 watts per fixture.
All-New Design and Premium Construction
Cove EX fixtures are an all-new proprietary Sky-Skan design, and are manufactured in the
USA. These fixtures use premium components throughout including a custom extruded
aluminum housing for superior rigidity against movement caused by heat and a flat acrylic
lens design to prevent any color shift. Cove EX fixtures come with a 3-year warranty and
are RoHS compliant.
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Specifications
Physical
Part Number
Dimensions
Weight
LEDs
Addressing
Housing
Lens
Mount
Humidity
Operating
Environment

SS4905
Length 308.8mm (12˝)
Width 28.6mm (1.125˝)
162g (5.7oz)
Tri-color RGB (single substrate)

Performance
Colors
Precision
Beam Angle
Mixing Distance

281.5 trillion
Calibrated non-linear map
with 32 bits per color

Certification and Warranty
Certifications
RoHS
Warranty

FCC, CE, C-Tick
Compliant
3 years

120 x 120 degrees
Inside boundaries of fixture

DIP switch array
Custom extruded aluminum
Flat cast acrylic

Beam Angle

Plastic, angle adjustable

120x120 degrees

Dimensions
23.4mm (0.923˝)

Any non-condensing
Dry conditions

28.6mm (1.125˝)

Color Mixing Distance
Control/Electrical
Power

Inside Boundaries
of Fixture

308.8mm (12˝)

5.04 watts maximum
24 volts DC

Control Protocol

DMX512 double-byte (16-bit)

Control System

Any DMX512 16-bit controller
including SPICE Automation
DMX512 devices

Mounting System
Cove EX fixtures are provided with a low-profile mounting system,
allowing for a wide range of tilt with discrete stopping points.
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